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Across

Strange bio contacts for salesman of leaves 
(11)

2

Supporting framework cycling round 
pasture (5)

9

Expression of joy of US street women with 
bit of old money (7)

10

Provide front of rocket, for example, with 
top trimmed (4)

13

One who copies escapade with no success 
essentially (4)

15

Severely criticise someone who folds with 
more little waves (8)

16

Precision tool one wants badly (5,3)17

Revels of tribal story tellers lacking 
gravity (5)

19

More elegant new consumer (6)20

Disastrously mishit anatomical connective 
tissues (6)

21

Old English vessel sailing to and fro (not 
international) (5)

23

People from South East Asia surprisingly 
accepted Latinos (8)

25

Put back small coin of paltry worth (8)26

Strangeness, in the manner of the French 
returning sadly! (4)

29

Down

Unfortunate treaties rap people sent back 
to their country (11)

1

Capital city of SE Asian kingdom and 
smallest Canadian province (6)

2

Confused saint involved in bother promises 
to marry woman (8)

3

Endless apprehension of danger in 
carcinogenic chemical spray (4)

4

Period since 1 AD ran charities in a 
fashion (9,3)

5

Staircase company I own running wild 
(12)

6

Pin down sluggish person failing to start 
(4)

7

Unwonted wheeziness with no perverse 
wish to make a sudden explosive expulsion 
of air! (6)

8

Revolutionary repairers use endless force 
exerted by the atmosphere (11, 2 words)

11

In Egypt one organised group of 
individuals with identical inherited 
constitution (8)

12

Food's cut messily surrounded by small 
bottles (8)

14

Practicable, involving annual return, 
quantity subject to continual increase or 
decrease (8)

18



Prostitutes's one time hole (4)30

Performing artisan, singer, actor and 
Oscar winner (7)

31

Composer recalls intense anger about line 
(5)

32

Insanely mad twopenny deposit on an 
article (4,7)

33

Workroom's curiously outside mostly (6)22

Quickly bite off tapas served up around 
noon (4,2)

24

Devise cutting tool (4)27

Baby lemonade contains this primordial 
matter (4)

28


